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I remember one Halloween when the kids were 

little – I know you do, too: I’d taken them out Trick-or-

Treating along with a bunch of other young fathers from 

the neighborhood.  It was cold. It was raining – there 

were puddles in the streets and water was still running 

down the gutters.  It was a miserable night for us – but, 

the kids, of course, couldn’t care less: at every door: a 

menacing “Trick or Treat,” a glance in the bag to see what 

they got, and – whoosh! – down the steps. Not once did 

either of them say “Thank You.”  

No matter how much I reminded them that night  

with those infamous words I had hear so often from my 

own parents: “Did you forget something? they were just 

too enchanted with the miracle of a door opening in the 

dark and someone’s hand dropping candy into their bag. 

I just couldn’t get that esoteric idea that I – as the 

responsible, mature father - was trying to impart: namely 

that they were being graced with a gift that they hadn’t 

earned...and that the proper response was gratitude. 

David Zersen observes in his book What Is Grace 

Calling You to Be? that gratitude seldom comes until it 

finds a benchmark: a place or moment when you 

recognize that this didn't have to happen.  

I think it finally ‘took’ on our kids – but not that 

night. Unfortunately, as we’ve all increasingly 

experienced, sometimes it never does: 

I just can’t forget the story I heard a few years 

ago – about a 2nd grade school teacher in Manhattan who 

sent a student – a second grader, mind you – to the 

Principal’s Office for simply using the words “Please, 

Thank You, and Yes Ma’am” in her presence. Now this 

wasn’t a 9 or 10-year-old 5th grader who knows how – 

and often enjoys being a ‘smart aleck’ - but a second 

grader who had just recently moved to New York from 

Alabama. The teacher said that by using those words, this 

7-year-old was being ‘disrespectful.’   

Disrespectful?  Geeze! - can you imagine the kind 

of stuff she must have thought was OK?  What a piece of 

work she was – but a shining example and reminder of 

just how low we as a society have sunk.  

And, you know what?  Nobody seems to care.  

A once civil culture, a once-calmer mindset… 

lifestyles that – in the past – we held up for our children  

to emulate: all down the tubes in our society…and 

nobody seems to care. 

Institutions we once respected: now broken and 

terminal - choking on the slime of greed and profit…  

Politics: always tinged with corruption and 

selfishness, at least used to be somewhat statesman-like 

and respectful - where disagreement was at least 

expressed in a civil manner: now scarred by 4-year-old 

infantile temper tantrums, government shutdowns, and 

terminally infected with vile, disgusting, cruel, repulsive, 

sordid, nauseating, maliciously degrading and – for me as 

an American: unbearably embarrassing - arrogance, 

pretentiousness, and conceit.  And, nobody seems to 

care. 

Decisions - once made for the good of ‘the 

whole’ – are now made solely for the good of “me”- and,  

priorities that were once communal…are now focused on 

the individual. our culture has crumbled at the feet of the 

gods of avarice and of ego. We’re eaten-up with 

cynicism, encumbered by discontent… angry – no, 

furious – at every one and every thing…disillusioned and 

blithely unconcerned with the deadly consequences of 

the future. And, nobody seems to care.  

We actually like watching the trashiness of ‘Rob 

and Chyna’; we laugh when despicable ‘Bridezilllas’ spit 

their venom all over the screen. ‘My Big Fat Gypsy 

Wedding,’ and shows like ‘Real Sex’ have become 

standard fare: tasteless, vulgar escapism.   

And, nobody seems to care. We shrug our 

shoulders and say, ‘oh well…what’s a guy to do?’ as we 

join in the fray. And you know I’m not even a ‘prude.’ 

Sometime I’ll get brave enough to tell you how I really 

feel... 

A kid expelled because he spoke kindly to his 

teacher?  That’s the least of our worries. And, nobody 

seems to care. 

Jesus today was, I think, personally offended at 

the 9 lepers who didn’t care enough to even say “Thank 

You” – not because it bruised his ego, but because that 
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was just the right thing to do. But, they didn’t care. And, 

the one who did was the one the culture – and maybe 

even Jesus himself – least expected: the hated, half-

breed Samaritan. Who could have ever guessed that 

one? 

But, when Jesus heals the 10 lepers - and the 

lone Samaritan comes back to say ‘thanks’ - Jesus doesn’t 

say: “OK – now get over there with those other 12 guys 

and follow me.”  He says, “get up and go on your way: 

get back to your work, your families, your lives. your faith 

has made you well”- even the faith of the jerks. All he 

wanted to do was heal them. 

It’s not just a little a ‘morality lesson’ about 

manners: Jesus is not setting himself up as the 1st century 

Emily Post. It’s a story about something far deeper in the 

human heart: our pervasive expectation of ‘entitlement’ 

instead of an attitude of gratitude – not just to God, but  

to one another. 

I was driving downtown the other day and 

decided to try a little experiment: to take every 

opportunity I could – when it was safe - to be a really, 

really courteous driver. I let cars out into the traffic flow.   

I motioned pedestrians across the street. I even stopped 

to let a lady open her door on narrow, narrow Boscowan 

street. I just wanted to see how many people would say 

"Thank You."  

14 random acts of unearned kindness – and two 

gestures of appreciation: both from pedestrians - since 

they weren’t surrounded by a ton of metal, I guess they 

felt the most vulnerable. No waves or nods or flashing of 

lights:  the rest just kept on going, as if it didn't matter at 

all – like they deserved it.   

When was the last time you were really 

thankful?  I mean really grateful – deep down inside: the 

kind of feeling that comes with a deep, deep literal sigh 

of relief…that makes you almost crumple as the stress 

and worry rushes out of your body – when was that? 

And, how long did it last before you were back to carping 

and complaining about something else? 

Rabbi Harold Kushner writes in his book, Who 

Needs God, that "religion is not primarily a set of beliefs, 

a collection of prayers or a series of rituals…religion is - 

first and foremost - a way of seeing. It can't change the 

facts about the world we live in, but it can change the 

way we see those facts: that the pattern of God's 

activities throughout Scripture is still alive and well 

today: namely that God acts first. And, our “go to” 

response should be praise and thanksgiving.  

People who are grateful are the happiest, most 

content, healthiest, most optimistic, kindest, and the 

most helpful people of all. How we respond to the cross 

of Christ – and all that it means – is what makes the 

difference. Amen.
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